MI3 Market Alert: A leading
oral drug delivery company
with proprietary VersaFilm®
technology
Mario Drolet President of MI3 Communications Financières Inc.
(MI3) released a technical note at market open today on
IntelGenx Corp.
(TSXV: IGX | OTCQX: IGXT) for exclusive
distribution on InvestorIntel. In this note, MI3 highlighted
the following points on IntelGenx Corp.
IntelGenx is a leading oral drug delivery company
focused on the development and manufacturing of
innovative pharmaceutical oral films based on its
proprietary VersaFilm® technology platform.
IntelGenx’s highly skilled team provides comprehensive
pharmaceutical services to partners, including R&D,
analytical method development, clinical monitoring, IP
and regulatory services. Established for the VersaFilm®
technology platform, IntelGenx’s state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility supports lab-scale-to-pilot and
commercial-scale production, offering full-service
capabilities to our clients.
RSI AT 77. MACD … bullish … recent spike can indicate a
catalyst is imminent!!!
Daily volume on the rise … IGX traded over 680 000
shares since Sept 2
Support: S2; $ 0.75
S1; $ 0.85
Resistance:
R1; $
0.94
R2; $ 1.00

About IntelGenx:
IntelGenx is a leading drug delivery company focused on the
development and manufacturing of pharmaceutical films.
IntelGenx’s

superior

film

technologies,

including

VersaFilm ® , VetaFilm™ and transdermal, allow for next
generation pharmaceutical products that address unmet medical
needs. IntelGenx’s innovative product pipeline offer
significant benefits to patients and physicians for many
therapeutic conditions.
IntelGenx’s highly skilled team provides comprehensive
pharmaceuticals services to pharmaceutical partners, including

R&D, analytical method development, clinical monitoring, IP
and regulatory services. IntelGenx’s state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility offers full service by providing labscale to pilot- and commercial-scale production.
PLEASE DO YOUR DUE DILIGENCE
Disclaimer: This MI3 Technical Note produced by MI³
Communications Financières is neither an offer to sell, nor
the solicitation of an offer to buy any of the securities
discussed therein. The information contained is prepared by
MI3, emanating from sources deemed to be reliable. MI3
Communications Financières makes no representations or
warranties with respect to the accuracy, correctness or
completeness of such information. MI³ Communications
Financières accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss
arising from the use of the information contained therein.
Please take note that for compliance purposes, all directors,
consultants or employees of MI3 Communications Financières are
prohibited from trading the securities of the company and MI3
Communications Financières is a shareholder and do not intend
to sell any shares during the distribution of this note.

One
test,
ten
cancers,
unlimited possibilities –
should be a big hit!
One test, ten cancers, unlimited possibilities. A new way to
screen for many cancers all in one go should be a big hit.
StageZero Life Sciences Ltd. (TSX: SZLS) is dedicated to the
early detection of cancer and multiple disease states through

whole blood examination. StageZero’s next-generation
test, Aristotle® is a panel for simultaneously screening for
10 cancers from a single sample of blood.
StageZero – Ten cancers detected from just one test
Aristotle is been built on a proprietary mRNA technology
platform, which has been validated in more than 10,000
patients for the development of the first liquid biopsy for
colorectal cancer. For years the healthcare community has
been waiting for a test that can find ovarian and other
cancers early. That wait is now over.
StageZero’s Prostate Health Index
This past September was prostate cancer awareness month and
StageZero participated in a direct consumer marketing campaign
awareness program. There are over 3 million men living
with prostate cancer in the U.S. with 1 in 9 men being
diagnosed in their lifetimes. Deploying both paid organic
search and social media campaigns, the program was designed to
create awareness for the Prostate Health Index. Approved by
the FDA the Prostate Health Index is a blood test that can
help differentiate prostate cancer from benign conditions in
men with elevated PSA that will help both patients and their
physicians decide if a prostate biopsy is indicated.
James-Howard-Tripp, CEO of StageZero Life Sciences states: “We
were delighted to see the amount of interest this generated in
such a short period of time.”
The campaign featured a select number of Facebook and Google
ads targeting patients looking for more information on
prostate cancer and prostate health. During the September
period, StageZero inspired the interest of over 150,000 people
searching for more information on prostate cancer resulting in
more than 6,700 prospective patients hyper-linking through to
the companies landing pages (2.6% Facebook and 8.5% Google ads
compared to the industry average of 2.5%).

StageZero CEO James-Howard-Tripp continues: “This is exciting.
We are engaging directly with a large number of consumers for
the first time and helping to educate and empower patients who
fall into the diagnostic gap of prostate cancer screening.”
StageZero is in the process of contacting potential patients
who asked about having the test done. Those that completed the
intake form will have their information reviewed in a HIPAA
compliant portal by a qualified physician. From there,
patients will be invited to proceed with the $299 Prostate
Health Index test. This includes the telehealth physician
consult/prescription and the blood draw at one of the
Company’s national draw sites.
StageZero Life Sciences partners with Coastal Medical
To increase the Company’s reach to physician practices,
StageZero is also partnering with Coastal Medical, a privately
held sales organization in Savannah, Georgia. This regional
sales organization specializes in selling advanced diagnostic
testing solutions throughout the Southeast where initial
efforts will be concentrated on selling StageZero testing in
Atlanta and South Carolina.
Coastal Medical has relationships with primary care practices
in the region as well as having inroads into some of the
larger hospital systems in the Southeast.
Coastal Medical’s CEO Paul Ewaldsen comments: “We are fully
committed to helping physicians incorporate early cancer
detection programs into their practice. We believe that
StageZero offers a unique testing program and advanced
diagnostics that address non-compliant patients and gaps in
current screening methods.”
StageZero is detecting early stage cancer
Headquartered in Richmond Hill, ON Canada; StageZero Life
Sciences believes their proprietary blood testing could change

the lives of the whole planet. The Company has a market cap of
just C$ 16.65 million.

James
Hunter
on
destigmatizing
wealth
management
for
our
Baby
Boomers
“We are seeing an aging population. Around 40% of individuals
over the age of 65 experience some sort of memory loss. So, it
is going to become more of an issue especially where wealth
management is concerned and the dynamics of the advisor-client
relationship…”, States James Hunter, Head of Wealth Management
at Echelon Wealth Partners Inc., in an interview with
InvestorIntel’s Tracy Weslosky.
James went on to say that older adults should have a plan
ready for any financial uncertainty and a good advisor can
help with that. He said that Echelon advisors are equipped
with this advice. They can give advice around seeking power of
attorney and advice in terms of who to appoint as the power of
attorney. Echelon can make sure that a client’s documents are
in a centralized safe location that family members and trusted
individuals are aware of where those documents are.
To access the complete interview, click here

Dobbin on Nova Leap Health’s
8th consecutive quarter of
record revenue growth
“It was a great quarter for us. We have been producing
quarter-over-quarter record results. We have record revenue,
record gross margin, record EBITDA. We have been producing
record operating cash flow. So it has been fantastic last
several quarters and it is our eighth consecutive quarter of
record revenue growth.”, States Chris Dobbin, President and
CEO of Nova Leap Health Corp. (TSXV: NLH), in an interview
with InvestorIntel’s Tracy Weslosky.
Chris went on to say that Nova Leap identified very early on
that there was a very fragmented market in the home care
space. The company has been acquiring very small owneroperated home care companies and now it is seeing very strong
organic
growth
along
with
continued
successful
acquisitions. Chris also said that Nova Leap was
recently ranked number 4 on the 2019 Canadian
Business and Maclean’s Startup 50 ranking of Canada’s Top New
Growth Companies.
To access the complete interview, click here
Disclaimer: Nova Leap Health Corp. is an advertorial member of
InvestorIntel Corp.

SOL Global has a new name
Bluma Wellness Inc., and a
new
focus
to
become
profitable
SOL Global Investments Corp. (CSE: SOL) will be having a
special meeting of common shareholders on October 15, 2019
where they will be asked to consider and approve the proposed
change of business from an international cannabis investment
company, to that of a U.S. multi-state cannabis operator (MSO)
under the Life Sciences category of the Canadian Securities
Exchange (CSE). In connection with the Company’s proposed
change of business shareholders will also be asked to consider
and approve a change of name of the Company to “Bluma Wellness
Inc.”.
SOL Investment Group (SIG) will be spun out of SOL Global and
operate completely independent of Bluma Wellness and
HeavenlyRx. SOL Global intends to spin off all of SOL Global’s
non-multi-state cannabis operator (MSO) assets not under the
Bluma Wellness umbrella to SIG. Further details of the spinoff transaction will be provided in the coming weeks as the
Company works to conclude its strategic review of its assets.
The purpose is to fully reflect the value of the different
assets. Andrew DeFrancesco will lead the newly formed SOL
Investment Group (SIG) and step down from his roles as
Chairman & CIO of SOL Global.
SOL Global to focus on the US states of Florida, Michigan and
California and on being more profitable
Initial operations for SOL Global will include assets in three
of the top ten cannabis revenue markets in the U.S; namely
Florida, Michigan and California. The new Company strategy is

also to be more profitable by keeping the capital and
operating expenses low with an efficiency-driven model of
integrating operations and streamlining.
The timing of the proposed change of business is strategic,
as SOL Global CEO Brady Cobb commented: “One of the innate
strengths of SOL Global’s management is knowing when to enter
a market, as is evidenced with our early success
in Canada and Florida. We have planned this transition and the
market entrance of our MSO to coincide with the rapid growth
of the legal U.S. cannabis marketplace amid a presumptive tail
wind from federal policy reform initiatives related to
cannabis.”
Bluma Wellness – Everyone to “bloom”
The Company’s proposed change of name to Bluma Wellness Inc.
was selected to ensure that patients and consumers utilizing
SOL Global’s plant-based products can enhance their daily
lives, namely to bloom and thrive. Bluma is an ancient Hebrew
word which means to flower, bloom or blossom.
Mr. Cobb adds: “We chose the name Bluma Wellness as an
appropriate way to honor the true intent of each seed that we
cultivate, harvest, and deliver as a product.”

SOL plans to complete previously announced acquisitions. This
will include the licensed dispensaries operated by MCP
Wellness in Michigan (April 24, 2019), California based
acquisitions which include the famed Humboldt, cultivator
“Northern Emeralds” and dispensary chain “One Plant USA” (May
16, 2019). The resulting products of the new combined company
Bluma Wellness will be powered by Northern Emeralds’ genetics
cultivation and processing techniques that will be anchored by
the brands and products that SOL Global has invested in. The
product will then be deployed by dispensaries that include One
Plant’s robust retail arm across the states of Florida,
Michigan, and California.
Some of the SOL Global’s portfolio of investments

Note: Added to
platform built
cannabis brands
Heavenly Rx Ltd,

above is also PRØHBTD, which is a media
exclusively to create, develop and market
to global audiences. Also a ~42% stake in
and an alliance with the University of Miami.

Despite market volatility, SOL Global is holding to its
strategic direction and has continued to make additional
investments in the cannabis, CBD and hemp sectors. The
Company’s renewed focus is on the key US states of Michigan,
California, and Florida. SOL is also investing in operational
upgrades to efficiently scale up operations to expedite the
path to profitability for the newly named Bluma Wellness,
which they expect will ultimately deliver value to
shareholders. SOL Global certainly has firm plans to bloom in
a new name, and now a whole new structure.
SOL Global Investments Corp. is headquartered in Toronto
Canada; and has a market cap of C$ 70 million.

StageZero’s James HowardTripp on diagnosing cancer
early
“We are all about finding diseases early. Our current focus is
on cancer. If you can find it early your survival is greatest,
your costs are lower. That’s what it is all about.”
States James Howard-Tripp, Chairman and CEO of StageZero Life
Sciences, Ltd. (TSX: SZLS), in an interview with
InvestorIntel’s Tracy Weslosky.
James

went

on

to

provide

an

update

on

StageZero’s

collaboration with Coastal Medical (to increase outreach to
physician practices and hospital systems throughout the
Southeast). James said that they have fully trained the
Salesforce and the Coastal Medical team is in the field. James
also provided an update on StageZero’s recent private
placement. He said that the private placement was fully
subscribed and the company has raised $3.7 million. He further
added that StageZero is expected to breakeven before year-end.
The company is starting to ramp up and is expecting good
growth in sales and revenue.
To access the complete interview, click here
Disclaimer: StageZero Life Sciences, Ltd. is an advertorial
member of InvestorIntel Corp.

